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Semigroup Algebras and Direct Sums of Domains 
FABIEN DECXUYENAERE* 
ERIC JE:SPF.RS~ 
ANI) 
PAUL WAUTERS 
Let X be a field and S a commutative semigroup. Assume the semigroup algebra 
X[S] has an identity. We characterize those semigroup algebras which are (direct 
sums of domains. As applications, we deduce necessary and sufftcient conditions for 
a torsion-free semigroup algebra to a Krull order. a Gaussian ring. or a hereditary 
Noetherian ring. ( 1991 ~Acdmmic Pm, ,“C 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 161, R. Gilmer studied divisibility properties of semigroup algebras. 
An important technique is to write such a semigroup algebra as a direct 
sum of domains which satisfy the appropriate divisibility properties. As 
moreover in [IS] the authors used a similar technique to investigate when 
a semigroup ring is a principal ideal ring, we found it useful to study semi- 
group algebras which are a direct sum of domains, in general. This leads 
to a characterization of semigroup algebras of torsion-free semigroups 
which are a Krull order, a Gaussian ring, or a hereditary Noetherian ring. 
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All semigroups are commutative but do not necessarily contain an iden- 
tity. All rings arc commutative with unity. If a semigroup S has a zero 
element (respectively an identity element), then we denote it by (1 
(respectively P) and we define S,, = S‘ / (nj, otherwise put S,, = S. If R is a 
commutative ring, then R[S] will denote the semigroup ring of S over R. 
By R,,[S] we denote the contracted semigroup ring (if ISJ > I ). i.e., 
R,,[S] = R[S]/Re. Note that we assume throughout that R[S] has a 
identity element. As in [6], S* is the subsemigroup of all elements of S 
such that (.s), the cyclic subsemigroup generated by .s, is a group. If I is 
an ideal of S, then we denote by S/I the Rees factor semigroup of S modulo 
I. Moreover, if S is a monoid and H is a subgroup of S with the same 
unity, then we denote S/H = (.sH 1 .XE S); this is again a monoid with 
multiplication defined as follows: (sH)( tH) = (.st) H. For .Y E S. we denote 
by S,(H) (or simply S, if no confusion is possible) the set of all h E H such 
that /KY = .r; it is called the stabilizer of .v in H and it is a subgroup of H. 
If q5 is a property of semigroups, then we say S is a (finite group H)-by-4 
monoid if S is a monoid containing a finite group H (with the same unity 
as S) such that (S/H),, is a monoid satisfying property 6; note that then S,, 
is a semigroup. 
Let k be a field with char(k) = p and S a semigroup. S is said to be 
O-separative or simply separative if .P’ = .;t = t’ implies .Y = t, and if p is a 
prime number. S is said to be p-separative if .s”= t” implies .s = t, for all 
.s, tE S. Note that p-separative implies separative. In [ 121, it is shown that: 
( 1 ) k [ S] is reduced; 
( 2 ) k,, [ S] i.s wducrd: 
(3 ) k [ S] i.s .scmiprimiti~~c ; 
(4) k,,[S] i.s stwiprimiti~~e: 
(5 ) S is p-xeparatircJ. 
For all further terminology and notations, we refer to 161. In [ 111. the 
following proposition is proved: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Lrt G hc u,finite uheliun group qf‘order II and let F be 
a ,fidd containinK u primitive nth root of’ unity (hence char FJ n). For an,> 
x E CharP(G). the churacter group of G over F, put 
e,=(lln) C x(g ‘)K. 
y t cr 
Then {TV, 1 x E Char,(G) ) is theji~ll .sy.stem of’primitive idempotents of’ F[G]. 
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2. DIRECT SUMS OF DOMAINS 
LEMMA 2. I. Let G be a torsion group. !f k[G] is reduced and bus the 
ascending chain condition on annihilators, then G is ,finite. 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove that G is finitely generated. Assume this 
is not so, then there exists a chain of finitely generated subgroups of G: 
(X,)C(g,,Xz)C(g,,Rz,K3)C.... 
Let Ann(X) denote the annihilator of a subset X in k[G]. We claim 
Ann(l~g,)ZAnn(l-g,,,), k >, 1. 
Indeed, if &‘I= e, ni the order of g,, then 1 + g, + ..’ + g:l’ ’ E Ann( 1 - g,). 
However, 
(1 - g,+,j(l + g,+ ..’ + g:” 0 
=l+g,+ “. +g:” ‘-g!+A(l +g,+ .” +g: ‘)#O, 
because 0 # I + g, + + g;’ ’ l k[(g,, . . . g,)] and the support of 
g,+r(l +g,+ “’ +a:“- ’ ) has no elements in common with (g, , . . . . g,). So 
1 + g, + + g:” ’ $ Ann( 1 - g,+,,). Hence k[G] is a reduced ring with 
ascending chain condition on annihilators, and with an infinite set of 
annihilators ( Ann( 1 - g,) ( i E N,,). This is a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let S he a monoid containing a jinite subgroup H \t,ith tlw 
.xame identit?!. Jf .Y E S and a = x ,rE II ~r,,h E k[ H], lz,, Ek, for all !I E H, thpn 
U.Y = 0 if’ and on/?! if,for all h E X, X a tranxersul of‘s, in H, C,, ,5, u,,- = 0. 
Proof: Let X be a transversal of S, in H. Since CJ.Y =&FH a,,k.u and 
11.u = h’s iff h ‘11’ E S,, it follows that 
THEOREM 2.3. Let k be a field lvith char k = p 2 0. Let S he a semigroup 
.such that the semigroup ulgehra k[S] is a finite direct .sum of’domaiirs. Then 
(I ) S is p-separative; 
(2) S hus u finite ideal &in 
s = s,, 3 s,, ’ 2 ” =) s, =) s,,. 
bthere S, = @ Q S has no :ero element and S, = (0 ) otherw~ise, such thut ftir 
each iE {l, ,.., n): S,iS, , is a (,finite group)-by-( torsionyfier cuncellutice) 
monoid. 
Proof: Condition (i) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.1. 
Since k[S] = k,[S] 0 170, we may assume 0 E S and k,[S] is a direct sum 
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of domains. Because kLS] and thus S has finitely many idempotents. S has 
a finite ideal chain 
s = s,, 1 s,, , 3 ” 3 s, 3 s,,, 
where ,Yo = [O ). such that each S’,/S, , is a monoid in which the identity 
is the only non-zero idempotent. Further k,,[S] 2 k,,[S,] @ ..t @ 
h-,,[S,,/S,, ,I. Consequently, each k,,[S,;S, ,] is a direct sum of domains. 
To prove condition (ii), we may now assume S= S, 1 S,./S,,, i.e., S is a 
monoid with one non-zero idempotent c. Therefore, SX is the group of all 
non-zero invertible torsion elements of S; put 5’: = H. Because k[S], and 
thus k[H], has the ascending chain condition on annihilators. it follows 
from Lemma 2.1 that H is finite. Furthermore, Theorem 10.6 of [6] yields 
that all idempotents of I\,,[S] belong to k[n]. 
By assumption, I\,,[S] = R, @ ‘. @ R ,,,, where each R, = k,,[S]u, is a 
domain and each rr,~k[H] is a primitive idempotent of k,,[S]. Hence 
k[H] =k[H]u, 0 ... @k[H]u,,,, and each k[H]u, is a field. Since the 
augmentation ideal tu(k[ H]) of k[H] is maximal, we may write without 
loss of generality, to(k[H]) = k[H]u, @ ... @ k[H]u,,, ,. Consider 
cp : li,,[S] + k,,[S/H], the natural cpimorphism; then ker(cp) = 
w(klHl)k,,[Sl= R,O ... OR,,, , and thus k,,[S/H] is a domain. Therc- 
fore (S.‘H),, is a monoid and it follows from [6, Theorem 8.11 that (S/H),, 
is torsion-fret cancellative. 1 
Rmuwk. The converse of the theorem is not always valid, as the 
following example shows. Let S= S, u S,,u S, u S,. the union of its 
Archimedean components, defined as follows: S, = [ I, K ). the cyclic group 
of order two; S,, = ( I. g) x (.I-): S,. = ( I. !:) x (J’): S,, = (.Y) x (.l’). where 
(.v) (respectively ( ,I’)) is the free semigroup generated by .Y (respectively 
J.). Multiplication is defined in the following way: ~(17, X) = (N/I, .I-); 
u(h, j~)=(uh. .I,); (u..~‘)(h, J,‘)=(.\-‘. j.‘) (u. he (1,~;: i, j>O). 
With notations as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, If = i I, ,qj and S;H is 
the free monoid. generated by x and J*. Clearly, if char k = ,D # 2. then S is 
p-separative. Now k [S] = k [S] N @ k [S] h. where rr = ( 1 --- 4)j2 and h = 
(1 +g),‘2 are the primitive idempotents of k[H]. But. P= (1, .v) ~ (g. .I-) 
and Q=(l. J.)-(,Y, J’) belong to k[S]u, while PQ=O in k[S]: so k[S]o 
is not a domain and therefore li[S’] is not a direct sum of domains. 
The next theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions. 
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H&W s,, = @ lf’ s bus no xro rlement and S,, = j 0) othtvw~i.w, such that 
for cric~h i E ( 1, . . . . 11 1, S,/S, , is (I (,fi’niie group H,)-h~,-( tor.vion7frer 
umccll~tice) monoid and ,/or ~11 primitice i&mpotcwt.v II of k[ H,], for ~11 
.Y, J’ E (S,!!S, ) 1 il. 
N-Y?’ = 0 (fr u.~ = 0 or NJ’ = 0. (*I 
Proof: (i) Assume k[S] is a finite direct sum of domains. Then ( I ) and 
the first part of (2) immediately follow from Theorem 2.3. To prove the 
second part, we may assume S = S, Since k[ S,] is also a direcl. sum of 
domains, it follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 that k[S,]u is a domain 
for each primitive idempotent (1 of k[H,]. Therefore, for all X, J‘ E (S,),,, 
I1.Y)’ = (us)( U,I’ ) = 0 iff 0.~ = 0 or ~13 = 0. 
(ii) Assume the two conditions are satisfied. As before, we may 
assume 0 E S. Clearly, each (S,,‘S, , ),, is a monoid such that the identity 
is the only non-zero idempotent. It follows that ko[S] 2 k,,[S,] @ 
k,,[S,,!S,]@ ..’ @kJS,,/S,, ,I. Th ere ore it is sufficient to show that each f 
k,,[S,,!S, ,] is a direct sum of domains; hence. we may assume S = S, , a 
monoid with a finite subgroup H such that (S/H),, is torsion-free 
cancellative and condition (*) is satisfied for S and H. Now k,,[S] = 
k[H] ((S/H),,), the k[H]-algebra generated by (S/H),,. Therefore 
k,,[Sl= O:“, k[Hl tr,((SI’H),,) w ere h the U, are the primitive idem- 
potents of k[H] and k,,[S]= By’-, k,((SIH),,) with the k,==k[H]u, 
fields. Now because of the assumption (*), (S:H),,a, (0) is a monoid. One 
easily verifies that it actually is a torsion-free cancellative monoid. It is also 
easy to verify that k,((S,‘H),,) =k:[(S/H),,a,J (O)], a twisted semigroup 
ring. Hence it follows that k,(S,!H),,) is a domain. 1 
Rcmurk. For some semigroups S there exist fields I\, and k, such 
that k, 3 k,, k,[S] is a direct sum of domains while kl[Sj is not: 
let S = S, u S,{ u S,. u S,, the union of its Archimedean components. 
defined as follows: S, = i 1, g, g” ). the cyclic group of order three; 
s,{= (l,g,g’) x(s); s.= (1 . g, 9’) x (.I,); S,, = (.Y) x (JS), with mul- 
tiplication: u(h, x) = (uh, s), Ll(h, .I‘ )= (ah, .I,), (u, s’)(h, 1”) = (.Y’. 1.‘) 
(N. h E ( 1, K, gZ ) ; i, ,j > 0). The primitive idempotents of @[S] .are 
I + exp(4ni/3 ) I: + exp( 27rrri/3) $ 
P, - 
3 
t’: = 
1 4 exp(2ni/3) g + exp(4nij3) g” 
3 
p3 = ’ + g + g’ 
3 
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Now, C[S]e, zC[S]cz zC[S]c~~?@[.x, JS], a polynomial ring in 2 
variables, and thus c[S] is a direct sum of domains. 
However, the primitive idempotents of R[S] are 
Now p=2(l,.u)-(g,x)~(g’,.l-) and 4=2(1, J)-(g,~,)-(,$,I.) belong 
to R[S]a, and pq=O; therefore R[S] U, is not a domain and R[S] can 
not be a direct sum of domains. 
However, the following is true: if k c I are fields and if k[S] is a finite 
direct sum of domains, then the same is true for I[S]. 
For, suppose k[S] = @y-, k:[(S/H),,ct,‘,jO)] (using the same notations 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.4); put T, = (S/H),,u,i. (O), then /[S] = 
/@, (@ye-, k:[T])= @:‘=, (IOx k,)‘[T]. But for each i, k,=k[H]a, and 
thus (1@/, k[H])a,=f[H]u,. If c,. . . . c,,, are the primitive idempotents of 
/[HI, then U, is the orthogonal sum of some of the c’, and thus for each i, 
/ok k, is the direct sum of some of the /[Ef]e,. so is a direct sum of fields. 
Therefore, /[S] is a finite direct sum of domains. 
c %(h)=Oo he t.5, I \, ,ls(,5; %(h)=() (‘1 ‘I 1/I\ ,!2, ,,,x(h)=o. 
,fhr u/l i E ( I. . . . . ti 1, for ml1 x E Char,( H,) und for all .Y, y E (S,/S, , ),,. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 1.2. Lemma 2.2, and 
Theorem 2.4. 1 
We now consider some classes of semigroups where condition (*) is 
trivially satisfied. Let U(S) denote the group of units of a monoid S. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Lrr k hr N ,fklu’ n,itlt char /i = p > 0 wttd S u semigroup 
,rhich satisfk.r conditions ( 1 ) and (2 ) o/’ Tlworrtn 2.3. Suppose all ,fuctors 
s,/s, , rtrc one of’ t/w folh~ing t~pr.s (1 < i < ti): 
(i ) (S,'S, , ),, i.5 u cutic~rllutirr ttzotioid; 
(ii) (S,/S, ,),, U(S,/S, , ) i.s u tor.sion7fk sctnigro~rp ; 
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(iii) V’s, J’E (S,/S, ,)o’\,U(S,/S, ,): S, =S,.; 
(iv) the stwilurtit~t~ of’ tht’ Arthimrdeun componenfs of‘ S,iS, , is 
Then k[S] is a direct sum of’ donwins. 
Proof: It is sufficient o prove condition (*). For this, we may assume 
S = S, and 8 E S. Let H = H, Let u = CllF ,, a,,h be a primitive idempotent 
of k[ H] and let x, ~3 E S,,\ U(S,,); in the first case, since hs # h’.u if /I # h’. 
NT = 0 iff s = 0. In the second case, Iz.u = s for all h E H and so S, = H. 
Therefore, condition (*) is trivially satisfied; similarly for the third case. In 
the last case, S= U,, , S, where the S, are the Archimedean cancellative 
components of S and r is a totally ordered semilattice. Thus, if .Y E S, and 
J’ E S,,, M < fi, then .YJ’ E S, and for each h E H. 17-u E S,. We claim S, = S,, 
Clearly S, c S,, For the converse, suppose 11 E S,, : then h.\-1, = .YJ~ and also 
(/I.\-)( j3.y) = .Y( J*s). Since S, is cancellative, /I.\- = x and h E S,. This proves 
the claim. Therefore (*) is trivially satisfied. 1 
s = s,, =) s,, , 3 ” 3 s, 3 s,,, 
rzhrrr S,, = @ if‘ S has no 2w ~~knwnr und S,, = ( 0 ) o~htw~*i.w. .such Ihat fh 
euch ic [ 1, . . . . n], (S,/S, , 1,) is u torsion~fkc cuncrllutiw rnonoitl. 
Proof: Since S is torsion-free, the result follows from Theorem 2.3 and 
Corollary 2.6. 1 
3. APPLICATIONS 
First, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for k[S] to be 
hereditary Noetherian (cf. [ lo] ). 
In [3] all commutative semigroup rings which are hereditary have been 
determined; though we feel that in the Noetherian case, our conditions are 
more intrinsic. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let k he u ,firld it.it/z char k = p > 0. The semigroup 
ulgehru k[S] is heredirur~~ Noefheriun if und onI>, if 
( I ) S is p-sepurutiw ; 
(2) S bus u ,fi’nilr i&u1 chuin 
s = s,, 3 s,, , 2 ‘.. 3 s, 1 s,,, 
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Proof. If k[S’] is hereditary Noetherian, it is a direct sum of fields and 
Dedekind domains. Hence by Theorem 2.3. (I ) is clear and to prove (2), 
again we may assume S= S,, a monoid with only one non-zero idem- 
potent. With the notation of Theorem 2.3. k,,[S’/H] is a field or a Dedekind 
domain. The result now follows from [6]. The converse immediately 
follows from Corollary 2.6 (i). (iv). 1 
Let R s R’ be commutative rings with identity and let f E R’[X]; denote 
by A, the R-module generated by the coefficients of ,fI Then it is clear that 
for .f;,yE R’[X], AISs A, A,, but equality does not always hold. Priifer 
domains arc characterized as those domains n such that for all 
f; it K[X], A,,= A, A,. where K is the field of fractions of n. In [ 131 (xx 
also [7] ). the following generalization was introduced: a commutative ring 
R is a Gaussian ring if for all f: ,FE R[X]. A,, = A, A,. One can prove (cf. 
[7]) that if R is semiprime and has finitely many minimal primes. then R 
is Gaussian if and only if R is a finite direct sum of Priifer domains. We 
now prove the following 
THEOREM 3.2. Let k /xl N,firll ,t,ith char k = p 3 0 und let S hr u rorsion- 
,f& semigroup. Suppo.sc k [ S] hus ,fi:nitt~!,~ mun!, minimal primt)s. Then k [S] 
is u Guussiun ring if’ unri onI!‘ if’ S bus u fi‘nitc i&d &in 
s = s,, 1 s,, , 3 ‘. 3 s, 3 s,,, 
\thcrc S,, = 0 if’ S has no zro elemrnr untl S,, = ( 0 ) othrr~t~isc, .sucIi thut .fhr 
ruc~h i 6 ( I, . . . . n ) , (S//S, , ),) is either i.somorphic fo u subgroup of’ Q. or fo 
u Priif&r .suhmonoid of’ Q. 
Proof: It follows immediately from Theorem 2.3, Corollary 2.6(i). and 
[6, Theorem 13.61. 1 
For the last application, we use the notions of Krull semigroup in the 
sense of Chouinard [2] and of Krull order in the sense of [9]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let S hr u semigroup und let k hr u field nith char X- = 
p 3 0. Then k[S] is a redwed Krull order lf’ und only if 
(i ) S is p-separutiw ; 
(ii ) S bus u ,f;inite ideal chain 
s = s,, 3 s,, , 3 ‘. 3 s, 1 s,,, 
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lrhere So = @ if’ S bus no zero element and S,, = { 0) otherwise, such thut ,for 
cach iE 11, . . . . n), S,jS, , is LI (finite group)-hl’-(c.crncellatit:P orsion~f~w 
Krull rnonoid lzith the ascending chain condition on q*clic, suhsernigroups) 
monoid, ~~hich sutisfi:e.v condition ( *) of‘ Theorem 2.4. 
Proqf: It follows from Corollary 3.6 in [ 1] that k[S] is a reduced 
Krull order if and only if it is a direct sum of Krull domains (or fields). 
Assume k[S] is a reduced Krull order. Then (i) is clear and with the nota- 
tions of Theorem 2.4 and its proof, we may assume S = S,. Let I;f be the 
finite subgroup of S such that (S/H),, is torsion-free cancellative. Now 
k,,[S] = @y=, k:[(S/H),,u,\ (O)]. where the k,=k[H]u, are fields. Hence. 
each k:[(S/H),,u,\{Oi] is a Krull domain. Put I = k, anId T= 
(S/H),,a,\,,(Oi; thenI’[T]= (x,E,I,ill,~l). Let usdenotebyy thecocycle 
determining the product of this twisted semigroup ring. Then it follows 
from the construction that (y(t,, tz))’ = 1 for all t,, t,E T, where I’= IHI. 
Consequently, if t, = (tJiz for some 111 E N,,, then i’, = ii”’ in I’[ T]. 
Suppose V[ T] is a Krull domain. We claim that in this case T satisfies 
the ascending chain condition on cyclic subsemigroups. Suppose this is not 
the case, then there exist t, E T, ie N,,, with (t,)c(t,)c ... c(t,,)c . . . 
where (t,) = { ty 1 m E N,,). Since T is torsion-free, this implies 
(2,) c (.V2) c “’ c (.f,,) c . ..( 
where 7, = i:. The latter chain is contained in I’[T]. Let II,> 1 such that 
-7, = f”’ . rtl3 then 1 -.U,=(l --V,+,)(l +.?,+, + ... +.V:‘;,‘), Since T is 
torsion-free cancellative (and thus ordered), it is clear that /‘IT] has only 
trivial units. In particular, 1 + S, + ... + .U:” ’ is not invertible in I’[ T]. 
Hence. 
(1 -.U,)c(l -.Yz)c “’ c(1 -S,,)c . . . . 
where (1 -Y,) denotes the principal ideal generated by 1 - .U, in I’[ T]. So 
we obtain a strictly ascending chain of invertible ideals in /‘CT], a 
contradiction. This proves the claim. It then follows from [ 1, 
Corollary 5.101 that !‘[ T] is a Krull domain if and only if T is a Krull 
semigroup with ascending chain condition on cyclic subsemigroups. It then 
follows that S has a finite ideal chain with the required conditions. The 
converse is clear from Theorem 2.4 and the above. 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let S he a torsionTfrec semigroup und let k he u field. 
Then k [S] is N Krull order if‘ und onl!, if‘ S has n ,finitr ideul chain 
s = s,, 3 s,, , 3 ” 3 s, 1 s,,, 
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~c~here So = @ ij’ S bus no zero rlcmmt und S,, = ( 0 ) othrrn,ise, such thut /or 
euch iE { 1, . . . . n), (SJS, ,),, is u canwllutior torsionyfrw Krull monoid with 
uscending chain condition on q,clic suhsmmigroups. 
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